55o	THE LAW OF MOVABLES
in England unless he gets an English grant of probate or of ad-
ministration.1 Authority to administer English assets requires
without exception an English grant.
(a^/Administration of assets
Theprob- The main problem that concerns us here is the position of
an administrator, using that word to include English personal
representatives and the Continental heir or universal legatee, as
regards his title to property belonging to the deceased, and his
right to sue or his liability to be sued in respect of obligations
concerning the deceased. First, however, we must speak of the
jurisdiction of the English court to grant administration.
(i) Jurisdiction of English court to grant-probate or administration.
jurisdiction     One of the cardinal rules of private international law, as we
depends, g^jj .gee later, is that the movable property of a deceased per-
not on	-	3	. .	r     r .    J	.    "   t
domicii, son, so far as concerns either testate or intestate succession, is
but on regulated by the law of that country in which he died domiciled.
existence T         •    i      i         i	i         1	r	11	r   i	,..,
of local It might be thought, therefore, that the courts of that domicii
assets j^ye jurisdiction to make a grant of administration, merely on
the ground of domicii and regardless of whether there are
assets actually within the jurisdiction. Theoretically this prin-
ciple is tenable, but there are two facts which militate against
its application.
First, such a grant would be ineffective if there were no assets
within the jurisdiction.
Secondly, the jurisdiction of the old ecclesiastical courts, of
which the modern Court of Probate is the successor, was
universally founded upon the presence within the jurisdiction
of movables belonging to the deceased.
The rule, in fact, for many years has been that an English
court can grant administration only if there is property in Eng-
land,2 though it now has statutory authority to make a grant
notwithstanding that the deceased left no estate.3
how     Except in the case of tangible movables there may be some
ofwMts Difficulty in establishing the situation of property, especially
determined in the case of choses in action such as debts and shares. For the
1	New Tork Breweries Co. v. ^/.-G., [1889] A.C. 62. It should be noted,
however, that an executor derives his title from the will, not from the grant of
probate.
2	Evans v.Burrell(i%^ 28 L.J.P. & M, 82; In the Goods of Tucker (1864),
34 L.J.P. & M. 180; Dicey, Rule 76.
3	Administration of Justice Act, 1932, s. 2 (i); In the Estate o
[1951] 2 A11E.R. 1041.

